
Minnesota’s largest agri-businesses pushed state legislation to remove the 48-year decision-making authority 
of environmental review from the Citizens Board of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.  This is in retaliation 
against the Citizens Board ordering an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for a proposed 9200-cow 
operation, biggest ever, by Riverview LLP, Minnesota’s largest dairy corporation.  COACT and the League of 
Women Voters responded with the following op-ed in the Brainerd Dispatch. Since the op-ed’s April 27 
publication, legislation passed to totally eliminate the Citizens Board, which was followed by Gov. Mark  
Dayton’s veto, a special session, and his promise to work for its restoration in the 2017 legislative session. 
 

 
 
Legislation disregards Senator Gordon Rosenmeier's environmental legacy 
By Sister Ruth Lentner and Beth Passi on Apr 27, 2015  

Testifying in January to the Minnesota Senate Environment Committee on proposed House 
legislation to eliminate the decision-making authority of the Citizens Board of the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA), former Commissioner Grant Merritt (1971-1975) evoked 
the legacy of its creator, Sen. Gordon Rosenmeier (1907-1989). The Center for State and Local 
Government at Central Lakes College memorializes him as one of Minnesota's greatest 
legislators by providing a forum for citizen participation in grassroots government. 

 

 

 

 

           Senator Gordon Rosenmeier                                 Commissioner Grant Merritt 

Commissioner Merritt recalled in his testimony and in a 1988 interview with the Minnesota 
Historical Society that Senator Rosenmeier, a conservative and very independent legislator, 
was the "father of the PCA" by authoring its enabling legislation in 1967. He wanted its citizens 
board to be independent from the kind of "cozy relationship" that had developed between 
polluters and the "bureaucratic inertia" of the former Health Department's Water Pollution 
Control Commission responsible for oversight at the time. During the Reserve Mining case, 
Commissioner Merritt recalled that citizens' letters complaining about the air pollution at 
Silver Bay would be sent to the Mining Company to prepare answers. 



In a League of Women Voters study of the MPCA, Commissioner Merritt described the 
Citizens Board during his tenure as "strong, making policy on all issues, and decisions made 
in the open. Sometimes members would overrule me, which I found healthy.  (OVER) 

Sometimes members voted against the company they worked for." In his Senate Environment 
Committee testimony, the commissioner said citizens were well informed and allowed to 
participate in the process which helped make the board give better decisions. 

Now, in the spring of 2015, the board's authority to order rigorous environmental reviews 
(Environmental Impact Statements) on potentially damaging industrial projects would be 
eliminated by passage of the House majority bill, which is now in House and Senate omnibus 
bills, HF 846 and SF 1305.   

The legislation comes from Minnesota's largest corporate agriculture interests who object to 
an Aug. 26 MPCA Citizens Board order for an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on a 
9,200-cow dairy operation proposed by Riverview Dairy LLP for Stevens County in western 
Minnesota. Testimony from the county's citizens and Minnesota COACT convinced the board 
that the EIS was necessary to determine if Riverview's proposed operation, largest in the state's 
history, could potentially damage the area's environment and economy. Riverview already 
owns six operations in the county averaging 4,000 cows each, with the largest over 6,000, for 
a total of 27,000 cows concentrated in one area. Adding 9,200 more would produce manure 
waste beyond the tolerance of the county's water supply, acreage and roads, the citizens said. 

MPCA Deputy Commissioner Michelle Beeman testified at a March 12 House Environment 
Committee hearing on the bill that the board's decision-making process has been working well 
during its 48 years due to its open, informative and balanced dialogue that gives confidence to 
the public on the decisions it makes. Rarely has the board ordered an EIS, but in this case the 
need was overwhelming. 

Transparency and citizen participation makes for good government which directs the League 
of Women Voters and is why it advocated very hard for the creation of the MPCA in the '60s. 
The League's testimony to the House Environment Committee on March 12 said the House 
bill to remove the board's citizen authority will impede good government. Senator Rosenmeier 
would be in agreement with the League's position along with another great conservative- 
President Theodore Roosevelt. 

Sister Ruth Lenter is Minnesota COACT president and Sustainable Farming Association 
Central Chapter board member. 



Beth Passi is Brainerd Lakes Area League of Women Voters Program chairperson. 


